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ABSTRACT

SYSTEM-LEVEL MODELING AND CIRCUIT DESIGN FOR LOW
VOLTAGE CMOS EQUALIZER FOR COAXIAL CABLE FOR VIDEO
APPLICATION

by Han Zhang

A new method of modeling coaxial cable frequency response with genetic
algorithm was introduced. A system-level multi-stages adaptive equalizer model with
QFB block was generated and tested with multiple cable models, pathological
PRBS-23 data with data rate 1.5 GHz was used. This thesis also provided analysis of
influences on output by using different parameters in simulations.

Two adaptive

equalizer circuits with different pre-amplifiers were implemented in GPDK 45 nm
CMOS technology. Related simulations about adaptive ability, single stage
compensation ability, and cascade stages compensation ability were completed. A
tradeoff between output eye height and peak-to-peak jitter was discussed based on
different simulations. Future work will be digital control circuit implementation,
entire circuit fabrication, and testing.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1

Coaxial Cable Characteristics
Coaxial cables are normally composed of four layers, from inside to outside, there

is an inner conductor core, an inner dielectric insulator layer, a conducting shield layer,
and an insulating outer jacket.

Figure 1.1: A Common Coaxial Cable

Coaxial cables are commonly used as transmission lines for radio, video,
measurement, and data signals. Due to the DC resistance of the center conductor and
dissipation factor of the dielectric material [1], one typical characteristic of the coaxial
cables is cable loss. This can be modeled as a function of signal frequency and cable
length [2]:
𝐶 𝑓, 𝑙 = 𝑒 −𝑘 𝑠 𝑙

1+𝑗

𝑓−𝑘 𝑑 𝑙𝑓

(1.1)

where 𝑘𝑠 and 𝑘𝑑 are the cable constants, 𝑓 is signal frequency, and 𝑙 is the cable
1

length. According to Eq. (1.1), cable loss increases while cable length increases or
signal frequency increases. A Belden 1694A coaxial cable was used to generate the
relationship between cable loss, signal frequency, and cable length. This relationship
is shown in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Belden 1694A Coaxial Cable Attenuation for Different Cable Lengths

If an 80 m 1694A coaxial cable were used to transmit a 1080P full HD video signal
with a data rate 1.5 Gbps, the cable loss will be 20 dB. This loss greatly limits the use
of the coaxial cable.

2

1.2

Equalizer
Cable loss directly causes vertical distortion in the eye diagram and horizontal

distortion in the form of jitter [3]. A direct view of these effects and the necessity for
equalizers are shown in Figure 1.3 below.

Figure 1.3: Coaxial Cable Output Eye-diagram and Expected Equalized Output

In order to compensate for the cable loss, an equalizer is used. Due to the
low-pass characteristics of the cable in frequency domain, an ideal equalizer should
have the opposite frequency response, allowing the combined frequency response to be
an all-pass [4].
The theoretical transfer function of an equalizer is given by:

E  f ,l 

1
C  f ,l

(1.2)

where 𝐶 𝑓, 𝑙 is the cable loss in terms of frequency and length.
In practice, analog equalizers are designed with a transfer function 𝐸 𝑓, 𝑙 in the
frequency range from 0 Hz to the signal frequency. High frequency components in the
3

signal are amplified whereas low frequency components remain the same. Frequency
components higher than the signal frequency should be attenuated to limit high
frequency noise.
An ideal equalization process for a 1 GHz signal is shown in Figure 1.4. After
equalization, the frequency response from 0 Hz to 1 GHz has an all-pass characteristic,
and displays a low-pass response after 1GHz.

(a)

(b)
Figure 1.4: Ideal Equalization Process (a) Cable and Equalizer Frequency Response
(b) Combined Frequency Response.
4

In the output eye diagram, peak-to-peak jitter and eye height are commonly used
as metrics to determine equalizer functionality and performance. Maximum eye
height and minimum peak-to-peak jitter is the goal of equalizer design. Eye height is
measured in volts. Peak-to-peak jitter is usually represented by a proportion of an unit
interval (UI), which quantifies the jitter in terms of a fraction of the ideal bit period [5].
The eye height, peak-to-peak jitter, and UI are shown in Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5: Eye Diagram Measurements.

Output eye diagrams from well-designed equalizers should have eye heights close
to the original signal, and the peak-to-peak jitter should be less than 0.2 UI. The jitter
requirement is strict because a clock and data recovery circuit will be used after the
equalizer.
5

1.3

Equalizer Market Overview
In today's market, most of the coaxial cable equalizers are implemented with

Bipolar Junction Transistors (BJT). Table 1 compares six recent products from three
major companies.
Table 1. Specifications of Equalizers from Different Companies

Products

Data Rates

Supply
Voltage

Power

Jitter

Latest
Update

DS15EA101
(National Semi)

150 Mbps
To
1.5+ Gbps

Single
3.3V

210 mW
at 1.5
Gbps

0.25 UI
to
0.4 UI

Jan. 2012

DS30EA101
(National Semi)

150 Mbps
To
3.125 Gbps

Single
2.5V

115 mW
Typical

0.2 UI
to
0.35 UI

Feb. 2012

M21424
(Mindspeed)

143 Mbps
to
2970 Mbps

2.5V
or
3.3V

175 mW
to
312 mW

0.2 UI
to
0.35 UI

Mar. 2010

GS3441
(Semtech)

270 Mbps
to
2.97 Gbps

Single
3.3V

237 mW
Typical

n/a

Jan. 2010

GS3440
(Semtech)

270 Mbps
to
2.97 Gbps

Single
3.3V

175 mW
Typical

n/a

Aug.
2011

GS2984
(Semtech)

270 Mbps
to
2.97 Gbps

Single
3.3V

195 mW
Typical

0.2 UI
to
0.3 UI

Mar. 2010

6

All of these coaxial cable equalizers are implemented with BJTs, and their supply
voltage varies from 2.5 V to 3.3 V. All designs are adaptive to different data rates and
cable lengths.

1.4

Motivation and Outline
Present-day supply voltages of digital circuits are scaling with reductions in

transistor channel lengths. The supply voltage for a 45 nm complementary
metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) process is 1 V. The equalizer interfaces between
the analog transmission line and the digital circuit, so implementing designs in CMOS
is advantageous. When the supply voltages of the equalizer and digital circuits are
compatible, the receiver system does not require separate power supplies. CMOS
design also allows for better portability across processes.
In this thesis, a system-level adaptive coaxial cable equalizer with automatic gain
control (AGC) function and quantization feedback (QFB) block was modeled in
Simulink. Using a Belden 1694A coaxial cable as the transmission line, the equalizer
model was able to adaptively compensate for the cable loss for different cable lengths.
The maximum cable length it can compensate for was 240 m. Circuits were then
designed and simulated using GPDK 45 nm CMOS technology. This work aimed for
applications with a full HD 1080P video signal, so a 1.5 GHz PRBS-23 data with
pathologic patterns stream was used in both modeling and circuit design.
7

Chapter 2. Equalizer System-level Modeling
2.1

Cable and Equalizer Model
The genetic algorithm is an evolutionary algorithm in inartificial intelligence filed

and commonly used for optimization problems. It is used for problems without clear
mathematic expressions. It is usually used in a continuous system or at least in a
system with continuous-like performance.

2.1.1 Genetic Algorithm
Several concepts need to be introduced before starting the algorithm. A candidate
solution is referred to as a chromosome and a group of them is called a population or a
generation. The number of chromosomes in a population should be selected based on
the application. Larger population reduces the number of generations needed to finish
the evolution while requiring an increase in calculation time for each generation. A
fitness function is used to evaluate the optimization fitness of every chromosome in the
population. Fitness functions should be well chosen since final solutions are selected
through a fitness-based process. Evolution is defined as the process that generates a
new population from the existing population.
A typical genetic algorithm starts with an initialization process, where the initial
population is randomly generated in an area where optimal solutions are likely to be
found based on a reasonable prediction.
8

To end the evolution process, a termination condition should be defined such as
finding a solution satisfying minimum criterion. In the case where no improvement is
made after some number of generations, parameters can be modified and resume the
evolution process to seek fitter solutions.
The evolution process, as the key process of the genetic algorithm, is illustrated in
Figure 2.1. After evaluating all the chromosomes with the fitness function, if a
terminal condition is not reached, the chromosomes are divided into three groups:
fittest chromosome group, normal chromosome group, and least fit chromosome group.
The fittest group and the least fit group should take up only a small proportion of the
entire population. This division is the selection process.
The least fit chromosome group is removed from the population because it has the
worst results. Crossover or recombination process is provided to the fittest
chromosome group for generating new solutions, which helps to maintain a certain
number of chromosomes in the population and raises the probability of generating fitter
solutions. A pair of parent solutions is used to produce a child solution or a pair of
children solutions. In the pair of children solutions, one child shares some
components from each parent, and the other child has the remainder. The crossover
process continues until a new population of appropriate size is generated.

9

Figure 2.1: Evolution Process in Genetic Algorithm

A mutation process is provided to the normal chromosome group, since
chromosomes in this group have potential to become either more or less fit. All
characteristics of the chromosomes in the normal chromosome group mutate at a proper
mutation rate based on a given mutation probability. Mutation process replaces a part
of the chromosomes, but it does not change the population size. Mutation rate and
mutation probability should be chosen carefully. A high mutation rate causes large
variations between new and old chromosomes, which lower the probability of finding
fitter solutions. However, low mutation rate slows down the overall speed of
convergence to fitter solutions. Mutation probability value has less effect than
mutation rate [6].
After the selection, crossover, and mutation processes, a new population is
generated. Since the least fit group has been removed, the fittest group has been kept
and enlarged by the crossover process, and normal group has been mutated, there is a
10

higher probability for the new population to meet the termination condition. While
progressing from generation to generation, the terminal condition will be met
eventually or the evolution will stop at a certain level. Outside stimulus is required to
continue the evolution after this point.
The genetic algorithm is commonly used for single object optimization. The
complexity of the genetic algorithm facing multiple objects increases significantly with
the number of objects, especially when the objects are dependent on each other. In this
thesis, the genetic algorithm was used to optimize the cable system function.

2.1.2 Cable Model Optimization using Genetic Algorithm
Cable characteristics versus cable length and signal frequency can be obtained
from the Belden 1694A coaxial cable data sheet. To model the cable, a transfer
function was generated with similar frequency response characteristics in a proper
frequency range using a genetic algorithm.
A transfer function can be represented by a vector of zeros and poles in units of Hz
or rad/sec. For the initialization process, a zero-pole vector was generated following
the steps illustrated in Figure 2.2. In Figure 2.2(a), sweeping the attenuation along the
characteristic curve, the first pole was added to the vector when the attenuation reached
a certain value. The transfer function with only one pole was plotted as shown in
Figure 2.2(b). Sweeping the error between the target characteristics and the transfer
11

function, a zero was then added to the vector after an error threshold was met and the
new transfer function was plotted in Figure 2.2(c). Whether a zero or a pole was
needed depended on the sign of the error between the target characteristics and the
transfer function. By repeating this sweeping process, a transfer function with two
poles and one zero was generated in Figure 2.2(d). Since a transfer function with only
two poles and one zero was not able to adequately match the target characteristics, three
extra zero-pole pairs were manually added as shown in Figure 2.2(d). An initial
transfer function with multiple zeros and poles was finalized and represented by a
zero-pole vector. Considering the vector as one chromosome, a new chromosome was
generated by randomly increasing or decreasing each zero and pole value by no more
than 5%. Given 𝑁 total elements consisting of zeros and poles in one vector, then at
least 2𝑁 chromosome were needed to form the initial population. For a better
represented initial population 2𝑁+1 or 2𝑁+2 can be used.

(a)
12

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 2.2: Initialization Process of Zero-Pole Vector (a) Target Characteristics
(b) First Pole (c) Adding A Zero (d) Adding A Pole
13

After initializing the original population with the initial vector, the fitness function
was defined as the maximum absolute value of error between the target characteristic
and the transfer function response in the range from 0 Hz to roughly 4.5 GHz. The
lowest the fitness function value represented the most fit the transfer function. The
termination condition was set to 0.25 dB, implying that when the fitness function value
of a vector among the population was smaller than 0.25 dB, the evolution would be
terminated and the transfer function represented by this vector was selected as the
optimal solution.
According to the fitness function value, the population was divided into three
groups: the top 15% vectors belong to the fittest group, the bottom 15% are the least fit
and will be removed, and the remainder was the normal group.
The crossover process was then provided to the fittest group. Figure 2.3
illustrates how to generate two children vectors from two parent vectors. Elements
with odd indices from one parent vector and elements with even indices from the other
parent vector were combined to form a new child vector. The remaining elements
from these two parent vectors were used to form the other child. Eventually the child
vectors had the same number of elements as the parent vectors. Since the fittest
chromosomes group used for crossover and the least fit group had same chromosomes
amount, the population size remained the same after the crossover process. In this
thesis, mutation was not provided to the fittest group since crossover also raised the
probability of an optimal solution. In some applications, a smaller mutation rate and
14

smaller mutation probability are used for the fittest group in order to increase the
evolution speed.

Figure 2.3: Crossover Process

Mutation was only provided to normal chromosomes in this thesis. The mutation
probability was set to 1, which means every element in each chromosome needs to
mutate. Mutation rate was ±5%, which means all zeros and poles values in every
chromosomes were randomly increased or decreased by no more than 5% of their
original values.
With all these genetic algorithm operators defined above, the entire genetic
algorithm was set up for optimizing the transfer function. A fitness function value
versus generation relationship was plotted in Figure 2.4. The fitness function value
dropped quickly in the beginning 50 generations and reached a solid bottom in the next
50 generations. This situation suggested that there were not enough zeros and poles in
15

a single chromosome.

Figure 2.4: Fitness Function Value over Generations

A solution was implemented by checking if the fitness function value had not
changed in a certain number of generations. An extra zero-pole pair then need to be
added to every chromosome located around where the maximum error between the
target process and the transfer function frequency response appears. After adding this
pair, the new population was set as the initial population and the genetic algorithm
restarted. This process was finished automatically by the program itself and it should
be repeated when the fitness function value hit another bottom again.
Using the methods above, a 60 m Belden 1694A coaxial cable model transfer
function was optimized to:

3.03e  44s5  1.92e  34s 4  3.618e  25s3  2.368e  16s 2  5.207e  08s  1
(2.1)
9.032e  64s7  2.41e  53s6  1.926e  43s5  5.705e  34s 4  7.142e  25s3  3.588e  16s 2  6.167e  08s  1
16

The frequency response of this transfer function was shown in Figure 2.5. The
blue curve was the target characteristics to be modeled, the red curve was the transfer
function frequency response generated by genetic algorithm, and the green curve was
the error between the target characteristics and the transfer function frequency response.
As shown in the Figure, the absolute value of the error was always smaller than 0.25 dB
from 0 Hz to roughly 4.5 GHz.

Figure 2.5: 60 m Belden 1694A Coaxial Cable Model Results

The optimal transfer function model for different cable lengths was obtained with
same algorithm.

2.1.3 Equalizer Model
An equalizer is used to compensate cable loss. Since the cable model had already
17

been optimized, the equalizer model was obtained simply by reversing the numerator
and denominator in the cable model transfer function. In this case, the error between
the cable-equalizer combined system and the all-pass system was also within ±0.25
dB. Results similar to the cable model were shown in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: 60 m Belden 1694A Coaxial Cable Equalizer Model

Extra poles were needed for the equalizer transfer function at higher frequency in
order to attenuate high frequency components after combining with cable system.
This was achieved by adding extra poles at higher frequencies in the equalizer transfer
function.

18

2.2

Adaptive Equalization
Since the cable model transfer function generated above only fits an 80 m Belden

1694A coaxial cable, it is necessary to find an adaptive method for compensating the
cable loss for lower cable lengths.
A curve-fitting method was used for adaptive equalization in this thesis. The
general transfer function was written as:
Eq (s)  1   H (s)

(2.2)

and H ( s) was defined as:
H ( s) 

1
Cmax ( s)

1

(2.3)

where Cmax ( s) was the optimal cable model transfer function for an 80 m Belden
1694A coaxial cable [7]. When  =0 , the cable length is 0, then Eq ( s)  1 . This
passes the original signal through since there is no cable loss. When  =1 , the cable
length reaches maximum, resulting in Eq ( s) 

1
Cmax ( s)

. For any cable length between

0 and 80 m, there is an unique  between 0 and 1 corresponding to it. By properly
tuning the value of  , Eq ( s) is now adaptive for any cable length smaller than the
maximum. The equalizer model frequency response with different  values were
illustrated in Figure 2.7. There is a nonlinearity in the  versus cable length
characteristic. This is usually not an issue since the adaptive loop eventually settles at
the optimal point [7].
19

'
Figure 2.7: Adaptive Equalizer Model with Different Alpha Values

Based on the updated model in Eq. (2.2) and Eq. (2.3), an AGC mechanism was
modeled as shown in Figure 2.8. Input signal from cable output was sent together with
a sliced version to two equivalent band-pass filters. The lower cutoff frequency
should be able to eliminate DC components without causing significant zero-wander
effect and the higher cutoff frequency should be just above the signal frequency in order
to reduce possible high frequency noise without affecting the signal. The two filtered
signals were modified by full-wave rectifiers and then compared. If the power of the
amplified signal was higher than the sliced version signal, it suggested that there was a
strong overshoot in the amplified signal. The  was then too large for the current
cable length and needed to be reduced. The  was set to 1 initially in the model and
20

decreased as overshooting was observed. Then the amplified signal and the sliced
signal were compared again. This adaptive loop stopped right after power of the
amplified signal went lower than the sliced signal. If the power of the amplified signal
was lower than the sliced signal when  was at 1, then extra boosting stages were
needed since one single stage can no longer compensate the cable loss completely.
The comparison was achieved by an integrator with reset function.

Figure 2.8: Automatic Gain Control Model [2]

A complete model of a single adaptive equalizer stage fit for a 60 m Belden 1694A
coaxial cable was shown in Figure 2.9. A larger version of Figure 2.9(b) was attached
in Appendix 1.

21

(a)

(b)
Figure 2.9: Model of A Single Adaptive Equalizer Stage (a) Block Diagram (b)Entire
Model

The red blocks were the PRBS-7 input and the cable model transfer function.
The PRBS-7 data were sent through a 40 m cable model transfer function. The
attenuated output, shown in Figure 2.10(a) and (b), were sent to the equalizer as the
input. Orange blocks were the boosting stages, multiplying the value of  with a
22

transfer function. The  values were generated by the purple blocks with initial
values of  set to 1. The blue blocks compared the power of the amplified signal and
the sliced version. The result of the comparison was processed by the cyan blocks to
decide whether to decrease  value or terminate the adaptive process. The eye
diagram of the output from the adaptive equalizer model was shown in Figure 2.10(c).
Although there was some overshoot, the power of the amplified signal was already
lower than the sliced signal due to the rising and falling slope. Larger threshold values
for the slicer could be used to reduce the overshoot.

(a)

(b)

23

(c)
Figure 2.10: Input and Output of Adaptive Equalizer Model (a) PRBS-7 Input Signal
and 40 m Cable Output Signal (b) Eye Diagram of 40 m Cable Output Signal (c) Eye
Diagram of Equalized Signal

2.3

Quantization Feedback (QFB) Block
A quantization feedback block was used to eliminate a zero-wander effect in the

equalizer system. The method was to reconstruct all the low frequency components
blocked by AC coupling capacitors and the high-pass filter in itself.

2.3.1 Zero-Wander Effect
AC coupling method is commonly used to isolate the DC bias between two
coupled circuits. It is achieved by using a coupling capacitor to connect two circuits so
that the AC signal from the first circuit can pass through while the DC is blocked [8].
High-pass characteristic of the coupling capacitor causes the flat portions to decay
towards the base line. The decay will be more obvious when pathological data with

24

long sequence of 0 or 1 are passing through. This effect is called the zero-wander
effect and is illustrated in Figure 2.11.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2.11: Pathological Data Combined with PRBS-23 Data Zero-Wander Effect
(a) Original Pathological Combined with PRBS-23 Data (b) Zero-Wander Effect.

Since fast edges can pass through the coupling capacitor and only flat portions
decays, a direct result of zero-wander effect is that the output eye diagram height
reduces. A less obvious effect is that peak-to-peak jitter will increase due to fast-edge
slope loss after the equalization process and base line shifting of the signal [7].

25

2.3.2 Quantization Feedback Modeling
An effective method to eliminate the zero-wander effect is the quantization
feedback (QFB) method. A QFB block is formed by a high-pass filter, a low-pass filter,
and a slicer, as shown in Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12: QFB Block Illustration

The high-pass filter and low-pass filter should have the same cutoff frequency.
This cutoff frequency should be higher than the cutoff frequencies of any AC coupling
filters. The threshold of the slicer should be set at the middle between 0 and 1 levels
[7].
The high-pass filter removes all the low frequency components from the input
signal. The slicer then generates a new DC level for the high-pass filter output. The
slicer output goes to the low-pass filter. Since the low-pass filter has the same cutoff
frequency as the high-pass filter, all the high frequency components left from the
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high-pass filter are gone, and low frequency components associated with the new DC
level remain. A new signal with entire spectrums can be reconstructed by adding the
output of the high-pass filter and the output of the low-pass filter. It is important that
the cutoff frequencies of both filters are higher than the cutoff frequencies of all the AC
coupling filters, otherwise the spectrum between the cutoff frequency of the QFB block
and the AC coupling filters will not be able to be constructed by the low-pass filter. A
typical QFB block was modeled as shown in Figure 2.13.

Figure 2.13: Typical QFB Simulink Model

The outputs of every stage in QFB block were illustrated in Figure 2.14. The
zero-wander effect could be seen in the output of the AC coupling filter in Figure
2.14(a). Figure 2.14(b) was the output of the high-pass filter in QFB block. Since a
higher cutoff frequency was used, more zero-wander effect was observed. Figure
2.14(c) was the output of the low-pass filter in QFB block. All the sharp edges ere
removed due to the low-pass response and a new DC level was generated. Figure
2.14(d) was the output of the entire QFB block, showing that all the zero-wander effect
was eliminated.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 2.14: QFB Output Results (a) Output of Coupling Filter (b) Output of
High-Pass Filter
(c) Output of Low-Pass Filter (d) Output of QFB Block
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2.4

Adaptive Equalizer Model with QFB Block
The complete equalizer system model consisted of two main blocks: a cascade of

three adaptive equalizer stages and the QFB. The AGC mechanism was embedded in
every adaptive equalizer stage. Boosting gain was tuned properly inside each stage
before the signal passes to next stage. An alternate way for tuning is to build an extra
AGC block controlling all three  values together in all three stages [2]. These two
ways had the same time cost in simulation, so in this work the first method was used.
The entire system model was shown in Figure 2.15. Each equalizer stage was
able to compensate a maximum of an 80 m Belden 1694A coaxial cable and adaptively
tuned for any shorter cable length. The entire system was fit for 240 m maximum.

Figure 2.15: Complete Equalizer System Model
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The red blocks were pathological PRBS-23 data generator and cable models,
generating PRBS-23 data combined with long sequence of 0 and 1. It sent the data
through the cable models to generate an attenuated signal. The cyan block was the AC
coupling filter, the blue blocks were the three adaptive equalizer stages, and the orange
blocks were QFB parts.
A 120 m Belden 1694A coaxial cable model was used in the first test. To
compensate for this cable length correctly, the three equalizer stages should work in
different states: the first stage  should be 1, the second stage  should be between
0 and 1, and the last stage  should be 0. Since the three stages were completely
identical, 120 m was good option for debugging. The outputs from every single stage
and final output from QFB block were shown below in Figure 2.16.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)
Figure 2.16: 120 m Belden 1694A Coaxial Cable Equalization Results
(a)Output
of Stage1 (b)Output of Stage2 (b)Output of Stage3 (d)Output of Entire System

The first stage compensated for the 80 m cable loss completely, so the eye diagram
of the output from the first stage showed the original signal with a 40 m cable loss.
The second stage compensated for this 40 m cable loss and the signal was fully
recovered. The third stage did nothing to the signal. The QFB block fixed the
zero-wander effect, so the eye height of the final output from QFB block was larger
than that in the second and third stage outputs. The 𝛼 value in the first stage was 1, in
the second stage was 0.41, in the third stage was 0, as expected. Different slicer
threshold values were used in different simulations to graphically depict the overshoot
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differences caused by them. In this simulation, a large threshold value was used so
there was not much overshoot.
Other tests using different cable lengths were also made. 40 m cable and 200 m
cable were used to check the adaptive function of each stage while 20 m cable and 240
m cable were used to check if the equalizer is still functional when a very short or very
long cable was used.
The 40 m cable results were shown in Figure 2.17. A smaller slicer threshold
value was used in this simulation so the overshoot increased noticeably. The first stage
compensated for all the cable loss so the second and third stages did nothing. The 𝛼
value of the first stage was still 0.41, and the 𝛼 values of second stage and third stage
were both 0.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)
Figure 2.17: 40 m Belden 1694A Coaxial Cable Equalization Results
(a)Output of
Stage1 (b)Output of Stage2 (b)Output of Stage3 (d)Output of Entire System

The 200 m cable results were shown in Figure 2.18. A larger slicer threshold
value was used in this simulation so the overshoot was smaller compared with last
simulation. All three stages were used to compensate cable loss. The first stage and
second stage compensated for an 80 m cable loss each and third stage compensated for
a 40 m cable loss. The 𝛼 values of the first two stages were 1, and the 𝛼 value of
third stage was 0.41 now.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 2.18: 200 m Belden 1694A Coaxial Cable Equalization Results
(a)Output
of Stage1 (b)Output of Stage2 (b)Output of Stage3 (d)Output of Entire System
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The 240 m cable results were shown in Figure 2.19. There was almost no
overshoot since this was the maximum cable length could be handled by this system.
All three stages were used to compensate for cable loss with each stage compensating
for an 80 m cable loss. The 𝛼 values of all three stages were 1 now.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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(d)
Figure 2.19: 240 m Belden 1694A Coaxial Cable Equalization Results
(a)Output
of Stage1 (b)Output of Stage2 (b)Output of Stage3 (d)Output of Entire System

The 20 m cable results were shown in Figure 2.20, and they were similar to the 40
m cable results. The only difference was a larger slicer threshold value which brings
down the overshoot effectively. The maximum overshoot value was brought down
from 2 to 1.6 now.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)
Figure 2.20: 20 m Belden 1694A Coaxial Cable Equalization Results
(a)Output of
Stage1 (b)Output of Stage2 (b)Output of Stage3 (d)Output of Entire System

From the results presented above, a conclusion can be made that the three stages
adaptive equalizer model with QFB block was adaptively working for maximum 240 m
Belden 1694A coaxial cable. For all the final outputs of the QFB block, the eye
heights were around 1 and the peak-to-peak jitters were less than 0.1 UI.

Chapter 3. Circuit Implementation
3.1

Methodology
The key part to transferring the existing design into CMOS circuit is the adaptive

filter stage. Following the adaptive equalizer model in the last chapter, a CMOS
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adaptive equalizer stage was designed to adaptively compensate for a maximum 80 m
Belden 1694A coaxial cable.
A typical design flow was illustrated in Figure 3.1. The first step is to build an
amplifier with a flat low-pass frequency response. The cutoff frequency of this
low-pass response should be slightly larger than the signal frequency, so that the entire
spectrum will pass and only noise with higher frequency will be attenuated. The next
step is to tune the frequency response to match the reverse cable characteristic. An RC
degeneration method is used to reduce the DC gain and extra RC pairs are used to
generate additional zero-pole pairs in frequency to make it closer to the target
characteristic. The final step is to build a Variable Gain Amplifier(VGA) for gain
tuning, which makes the equalizer adaptive for different cable length.

(a)
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(b)

(c)
Figure 3.1: Design Flow of Equalizer (a) Flat Response (b) RC Degeneration and
Tuning (c) Variable Gain Control

The circuit was implemented in GPDK 45 nm CMOS technology and simulated in
Cadence environment. For an 80 m Belden 1694A coaxial cable, the cable loss at 1.5
GHz was 21 dB. Two methods were used to realize the steps in Figure 3.1. The first
one was to design a pre-amplifier stage offering enough gain and bandwidth with a
VGA stage used as an attenuator for adaptive consideration. RC degeneration was
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added to both stages for tuning the frequency response close to the reverse cable
characteristic. A folded cascode amplifier and a folded Gilbert cell were used in this
method as the pre-amplifier and the VGA, respectively. The second method used an
RC degenerated pre-amplifier and VGA together to generate the required gain. In the
second method, a single differential amplifier was used as the pre-amplifier stage since
the gain requirement was not as strict as in the first method. A folded Gilbert cell was
still used as the VGA stage.

3.2

Differential Amplifier
A CMOS differential amplifier implemented with GPDK 45 nm technology was

shown in Figure 3.2. Since this amplifier was used to drive another CMOS circuit in
45 nm technology and currently Cgg of NM0 and NM1 were 47 fF, the load capacitor
value was set to 60 fF to match the future design. The DC gain of the amplifier was
[9]:

Av  gm( NM 0)  ( RDS ( PM 0) || RDS ( NM 0) )

(3.1)

and we also knew:
g m ( NM 0) 

nCoxW( NM 0) I DS ( NM 2)
L( NM 0)

(3.2)

and the bandwidth of the amplifier was [9]:



1
( RDS ( PM 0) || RDS ( NM 0) )Cload
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(3.3)

V_bias_P

PM0

PM2

V_bias_P

PM3

I_bias

Output
V_bias_P
Input+

NM0

NM1

Input-

V_bias_N
NM3

NM4

V_bias_N

NM2

Figure 3.2: CMOS Differential Amplifier in GPDK 45 nm Technology

According to Eq. (3.1), Eq. (3.2), and Eq. (3.3), there was a tradeoff between the
DC gain and the bandwidth. Without changing load capacitance, the only way to
improve the bandwidth was to decrease RDS ( PM 0) || RDS ( NM 0) , which caused a reduction
in Av according to Eq. (3.1). Increasing g m ( NM 0) was achieved by increasing
W( NM 0) or I DS ( NM 2) . If W( NM 0) was increased, RDS ( PM 0) || RDS ( NM 0) was decreased and

bandwidth went down; if I DS ( NM 2) was increased, to maintain all the transistors
working in saturation mode, W( NM 0) and W( PM 0) should be increased,
RDS ( PM 0) || RDS ( NM 0) was then decreased and bandwidth was also decreased. The bias

current I_bias was selected based on the output slew rate. The data rate of the signal
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was 1.5 Gbps. One bit period was 666.7 ps, assuming the rising and falling edges take
no more than 60 ps each and the output signal swing was 400 mV based on current data
transmission standard. For each differential output branch, the swing should be 200
mV and the slew rate as 3.33 mV/ps, since the slew rate was defined as:
SR 

I DS
Cload

(3.4)

and minimum I DS was calculated by:

I DS  SR  Cload

200 103

 60 1015  2 104 A
12
60 10

(3.5)

The tail current of the differential amplifier should be at least 0.4 mA. Giving
design margins for the corner conditions, I_bias was set to 4 mA in this thesis.
All the transistor sizes and devices parameters were listed in table 2.

Table 2. Transistor Sizes and Devices Parameters of 45 nm Differential Amplifier
Element

W/L

Element

W/L

Element

Value

PM0

45nm/48um

NM0

45nm/68um

I_bias

4 mA

PM2

45nm/48um

NM1

45nm/68um

Vgs

0.8 V

PM3

45nm/48um

NM2

45nm/120um

C_load

60 fF

NM3

45nm/82um

NM4

45nm/48um

VDD

1V

The frequency response of the differential amplifier was shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Frequency Response of the Differential Amplifier

The DC gain of the differential amplifier was 15.8 dB and gain at 1.5 GHz was
15.05 dB. It suggested that if a single stage differential amplifier was used as a
pre-amplifier, the VGA stage should also be able to offer around 10 dB gain to fully
compensate for the 80 m Belden 1694A coaxial cable at 1.5 GHz.

3.3

Wide Swing Current Mirror and Folded Cascode
The wide swing current mirror [10], also known as the low-voltage cascode mirror

[9], is used to increase signal swing in cascode mirror.
A typical wide swing current mirror was shown in Figure 3.4. The transistors
sizes were set as

W /L
W1 / L1 W4 / L4

 W3 / L3  W2 / L2 and 3 2 3  W5 / L5 .
2
2
n
n
n
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I_in

I_bias

I_out

N5
N4

N1

N3

N2

Figure 3.4: Wide Swing Current Mirror

According to the transistors sizes, assume I_bias = I_in = I_out, then it is known
that Veff  Veff 2  Veff 3 

2  I _ bias
nCox (W2 / L2 )

since N5 has the same I DS but is (n  1)2 times smaller,
then

Ve f f5  ( n 1)V e f f

and

Veff 1  Veff 4  nVeff

thus it is known that
VG5  VG 4  VG1  (n  1)Veff  Vth

furthermore, since VGS1  VGS 4 ,
so VDS 2  VDS 3  VG5  VGS1  VG5  (nVeff  Vth )  Veff
This VDS puts N2 and N3 at the edge of linear region. Thus the minimum
allowable output voltage is
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Vout  Veff 1  Veff 2  (n  1)Veff

if n  1 ,
then Vout  2Veff
also it is required that
VDS 4  Veff 4  nVeff

since
VDS 4  VG 3  VDS 3  (Veff  Vth )  Veff  Vth

it is not hard to achieve.
A typical folded cascode amplifier was shown in Figure 3.5.

M3

M4

M5

M6

Output-

Output+
Input+

M2

M1

M7

InputM8

M11
M9

M10

Figure 3.5: Folded Cascode Amplifier

The advantage of folded cascode amplifier is higher DC gain compared with a
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single stage differential amplifier, but output swing is limited due to the four stacks of
transistors between VDD and GND. The wide swing current mirror is introduced for
properly biasing the folded cascode amplifier at a lower voltage.
DC gain of the folded cascode is:

Av  gm1 ( gm5  gmb5 ) RDS 5 ( RDS 3 || RDS1 ) || ( gm7  gmb 7 ) RDS 7 RDS 9  (3.6)
and the bandwidth is:



1
(3.7)
( gm5  gmb5 ) RDS 5 ( RDS 3 || RDS1 ) || ( gm7  gmb 7 ) RDS 7 RDS 9  (CGD 7  CGD5  Cload )

A folded cascode biased with wide swing current mirror was shown in Figure 3.6.
A larger version of Figure 3.6(a) was in Appendix 2.
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(c)
Figure 3.6: CMOS Folded Cascode Amplifier in GPDK 45 nm Technology
(a) Biasing Circuit and Folded Cascode (b)Biasing Wide Swing Current Mirror
(c) Folded Cascode

I_bias was set to 4 mA, same as the differential amplifier. VDD was 1 V. All the
transistors sizes were listed in table 3.

Table 3. Transistor Sizes in Folded Cascode and Wide Swing Current Mirror
Transistor

W/L

Transistor

W/L

NM0

45nm/84um

PM7

45nm/16um

NM5

45nm/84um

PM8

45nm/140um

NM1

45nm/112um

PM9

45nm/100um

NM7

45nm/12um

PM10

45nm/50um

NM8

45nm/56um

PM11

45nm/50um
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NM9

45nm/64um

PM12

45nm/70um

NM16

45nm/88um

PM13

45nm/72um

NM17

45nm/88um

PM14

45nm/72um

NM34

45nm/144um

PM15

45nm/96um

NM10

45nm/56um

PM19

45nm/96um

NM11

45nm/64um

PM20

45nm/72um

NM14

45nm/56um

NM15

45nm/64um

The frequency response of this folded cascode amplifier was shown in Figure 3.7.
The DC gain was 26.16 dB, although the bandwidth was smaller than 1.5 GHz, the gain
at 1.5 GHz was 20.8 dB, which was enough to compensate for 80 m Belden 1694A
coaxial cable.

Figure 3.7: Frequency Response of the Folded Cascode Amplifier
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Since this amplifier was already able to offer enough gain, I used this folded
cascode amplifier as pre-amplifier stage and used a VGA as attenuator only.

3.4

Gilbert Cell and Folded Gilbert Cell
A Gilbert cell consists of two differential amplifiers, as shown in Figure 3.8.

Vout-

Vout+

M4

Vin+

Vc+

M5

M6

Vin-

M2

Vc-

M7

Vin+

M3

M1

Figure 3.8: Gilbert Cell

Tail current from M1 splits into M2 and M3 and controlled by voltage pair Vc+
and Vc-. When Vc+ equals Vc- with same tail current, the two differential amplifiers
will have equivalent performance, thus both of the outputs are 0 since M5-M6 and
M4-M7 pairs will have fully differential outputs and cancel each other when coupled as
shown. When Vc+ and Vc- are not equal, I DS 2 is not equal to I DS 3 , and
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I DS 2  I DS 3  I DS1 . The current at Vout- is

I DS 2  I DS 3
and current at Vout+ is
2

I DS 3  I DS 2
, a fully differential output is generated, and the gain is tuned by I DS 2 and
2

I DS 3 . These currents are controlled by Vc- and Vc+.

The maximum gain of the Gilbert cell appears when M2 or M3 is turned off and all
tail current flows through the other transistor. The maximum gain of the Gilbert cell is
roughly equal to sum of the two differential amplifier gains.
Considering the active load, there are four total stacked transistors in the Gilbert
cell from VDD to GND. A folded version of Gilbert cell is presented in [11], [12], and
[13], with three stacks only allowing for more headroom.
A folded Gilbert cell implemented in GPDK 45 nm technology was depicted in
Figure 3.9. Transistors sizes were decided in the same way as the differential amplifier.
An important fact was for best linearity performance, (

W
1 W
)3/4  ( )1/2 should be
L
7 L

used [14].

VGA_CM

VGA_CM

M3
M4
VoutVin+

Vout+

Vin-

Vin+
Vc+

M1

M2

Vc-

Figure 3.9: CMOS Folded Gilbert Cell in GPDK 45 nm Technology
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The result of the Gilbert cell was shown in Figure 3.10. Different V+ and V- pairs
were used. Although the gain attenuation versus control voltage relationship was not
linear, it was adequately controlled by properly selecting the control voltage pair.

Figure 3.10: Folded Gilbert Tuning Results

3.5

RC Degeneration
RC degeneration is an effective method for tuning the frequency response curve

close to the reverse cable characteristic. A schematic and frequency response was
shown in Figure 3.11.

RD
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Vout-

Vout+

C_load
Vin+

M1

M2
RS

CS

(a)
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Vin-

C_load

(b)
Figure 3.11: RC Degeneration

(a) Schematic

(b) Frequency Response

The zero-pole positions and DC gain are decided by:
1
RS CS

(3.8)

1
RDC L o a d

(3.9)

z 
 p1 

p2 
Av 

1

( g m  g mb ) RS
2
RS CS

g m RD
( g  g mb ) RS
1 m
2

(3.10)
(3.11)

Extra zero and pole pairs can be generated by adding a resistor in series with a
capacitor in parallel to Rs and Cs. This allows the tuning the frequency response more
close to the reverse cable characteristic. Calculation about the extra zero and pole pair
is complex, it is easier to tune them empirically through simulation.
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A target frequency response values at specific frequency points for 80 m Belden
1694A coaxial cable were listed in table 4.

Table 4. Target Frequency Response for 80 m Belden 1694A Coaxial Cable

Frequency

1 MHz

Boosting

Almost

Value

3.6

10 MHz

100 MHz

1 GHz

1.5 GHz

1.7 dB

4.9 dB

17.1 dB

21dB

0 dB

Folded Cascode Amplifier Type Equalizer Stage
Combining the folded cascode amplifier implemented before with the folded

Gilbert cell, an equalizer stage was generated, then the frequency response was tuned
following the values from table 4.
The schematic and the simulation results were shown in Figure 3.12. A larger
version of Figure 3.12(a) was in Appendix 3.
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Vc-

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 3.12: Folded Cascode Amplifier Type Equalizer Stage (for 80 m Belden 1694A
Coaxial Cable) (a) Schematic (b) Input Signal and Eye Diagram (c) Frequency
Response of the Stage (d) Output Eye Diagram
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A 200 mV PRBS-23 input signal was processed by a 80 m cable model in Matlab
environment, output signal of the cable model was imported to Cadence as simulation
input as shown in Figure 3.12(b). The equalizer stage frequency response was shown
in Figure 3.12(c). Mismatch was not able to be eliminated completely, which caused
the unstable DC level and overshoot shown in Figure 3.12(d). However, the eye
height was almost 200 mV and the peak-to-peak jitter was only 0.077 UI.

3.7

Differential Amplifier Type Equalizer Stage
Another equalizer stage was implemented by using both a single stage differential

amplifier and the VGA as preamplifier stage. The equalizer frequency response was
tuned in same way as the folded cascode amplifier type equalizer stage.
The schematic and the simulation results were shown in Figure 3.13. A larger
version of Figure 3.13(a) was in Appendix 4.
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Vc-
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(d)
Figure 3.13: Differential Amplifier Type Equalizer Stage (for 80 m Belden 1694A
Coaxial Cable) (a) Schematic (b) Input Signal and Eye Diagram (c) Frequency
Response of the Stage (d) Output Eye Diagram
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The equalizer frequency response was tuned differently in this stage so the
peak-to-peak jitter reduced by half whereas the eye height dropped slightly.
Peak-to-peak jitter and eye height in this case cannot be optimized together, since
in order to fully compensate for an 80 m Belden 1694A coaxial cable attenuation, the
equalizer frequency response should boost up 17 dB at 1 GHz and 21 dB at 1.5 GHz, a
first order zero in frequency response cannot afford such a high slope. If 21 dB at 1.5
GHz is matched, there will be a mismatch at 1 GHz, causing a peak-to-peak jitter
increment, otherwise if 17 dB at 1 GHz is matched, the equalizer can offer only 18.86
dB gain at 1.5 GHz, which causes an eye height decrease.

3.8

Adaptive Simulation Results and Cascade Simulation

Results
The adaptive ability was also tested in chapter 2.4 of this thesis. The  value
should be 0.41 when the cable length was 40 m. Following same way, a PRBS-23 data
was processed in Matlab environment with 40 m cable model, the output was imported
to Cadence as input of the simulation. Since 20  log10 (0.41)  7.7dB , and also:
Eq ( s)  1   H ( s)  1   (

1
Cmax ( s)

 1)  (1   )   

1
Cmax ( s)

By properly tuning the control voltage of the VGA, the frequency response
dropped by 7.7 dB, then add 0.4 times of the input signal to the output signal.
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(3.12)

The final output was shown in Figure 3.14. It matched the results in Figure 2.17
very well.

Figure 3.14: Differential Amplifier Type Equalizer Stage Adaptive Output

PRBS-23 data was process with 240 m cable model in Matlab environment and
imported to Cadence as the input of three cascade equalizer stages. The input and
output of every stage was illustrated in Figure 3.15. Differential amplifier equalizer
stages were used, the targeting frequency response and the circuit frequency response
were listed in Table 5.

Table 5. Targeting Frequency Response and Circuit Frequency Response of
Differential Amplifier Equalizer Stages
Frequency
Targeting
Frequency
Response
Circuit
Frequency
Response

1 MHz

10 MHz

100 MHz

1 GHz

1.5 GHz

Almost
0 dB

1.7 dB

4.9 dB

17.1 dB

21dB

Almost
0 dB

1.4 dB

4.98 dB

17.32 dB

18.86dB
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(a)

(b)

(c)
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(d)

(e)
Figure 3.15: Differential Amplifier Type Equalizer Stage Cascade Results
(a)
Input (b) Output of the First Equalizer Stage (c) Output of the Second Equalizer
Stage (d) Output of the Third Equalizer Stage (e) Final Output Eye Diagram

Replacing all the differential amplifier equalizer stages by folded cascode
amplifier equalizer stages, using the same input signal as above, the input and output of
every stage was illustrated in Figure 3.16 and the targeting frequency response and the
circuit frequency response were listed in Table 6.
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Table 6. Targeting Frequency Response and Circuit Frequency Response of Folded
Cascode Amplifier Equalizer Stages
Frequency
Targeting
Frequency
Response
Circuit
Frequency
Response

1 MHz

10 MHz

100 MHz

1 GHz

1.5 GHz

Almost
0 dB

1.7 dB

4.9 dB

17.1 dB

21dB

Almost
0 dB

3.36 dB

4.74 dB

19.66 dB

20.25dB

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 3.16: Folded Cascode Amplifier Type Equalizer Stage Cascade Results
(a) Input (b) Output of the First Equalizer Stage (c) Output of the Second
Equalizer Stage (d) Output of the Third Equalizer Stage (e) Final Output Eye
Diagram
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The frequency response at 1 GHz and 1.5 GHz can not be satisfied together due to
the first order filter frequency response slope. The results shown in Figure 3.15 and
Figure 3.16 illustrated the tradeoff between the two scenarios. If the frequency
response at 1 GHz was satisfied, the response at 1.5 GHz had roughly a 2 dB error and
caused a 6 dB attenuation on eye height at the final output. This could be seen in the
simulation result. If the frequency response at 1.5 GHz was satisfied, the frequency
response at 1 GHz was 2 dB higher than needed. This increased the final jitter from
0.2 UI to 0.3 UI, also shown in the simulation result.

Chapter 4. Conclusion and Future Work
In this thesis, a genetic algorithm was used for modeling the coaxial cable
frequency response characteristics, the maximum error was limited within 0.25 dB.
Aiming at a 1080P full HD video signal with 1.5Gbps data rate, an adaptive equalizer
system-level model with QFB block was built and tested by cable models with different
cable lengths. Two circuits based on different amplifiers are implemented in GPDK
45 nm technology, both circuits are working as single adaptive equalizer stages. Two
tuning methods are used and corresponding results are compared. Adaptive ability are
tested and the results are compared with model simulation results. A cascade of three
equalizer stages was tested in the end, two different structures are used and the results
are compared.
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This work aims to transfer existing BJT and BiCMOS design into CMOS
implementation. Adaptive control mechanism and QFB block is not implemented in
circuit level. Frequency response tuning is still an open problem since jitter and eye
height cannot be optimized together unless decrease the cable length. It will be a
valuable work if an mathematic model about frequency response tuning can be found.
QFB and control block also need to be designed and the complete circuit will be
fabricated and tested.
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Appendix
1. Model of A Single Adaptive Equalizer Stage
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2. CMOS Folded Cascode Amplifier in GPDK 45 nm
Technology
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3. Folded Cascode Amplifier Type Equalizer Stage
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4. Differential Amplifier Type Equalizer Stage
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